Learn. Teach. Save.
Increase effectiveness and decrease costs with online
training at Law Enforcement Learning.

What is Law
Enforcement
Learning?
The world’s first online learning marketplace for law
enforcement and security professionals
Learn, Teach, and Save with Law Enforcement Learning’s secure distance learning technology!
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Take online courses from the world’s best law enforcement and
security instructors
Design, build, and sell your own distance learning courses
Save time, money, and lives
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Our Goals !
Expand access to law
enforcement and securityrelated training material!

•

•

Provide a secure venue
for collaboration, creation, !
and learning!

!
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Enhance training through
appropriate applications !
of technology

Professionals who desire to
increase or share jobrelated knowledge!
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Our Partners!

Training companies that
aspire to expand clients,
increase offerings, and
reach into new markets!

!
•

Organizations and
departments that wish to
create and teach
proprietary content

Why Law
Enforcement
Learning?
Better learning outcomes
Research indicates online learning is more effective than in-person learning!

Dozens of studies suggest online students obtain information and learn practical skills at a
rate equal to or greater than their in-person counterparts. For law enforcement and
security entities, delivering online courses through Law Enforcement Learning can help
increase the amount of information officers learn and retain.

Cost & time savings
Research indicates online learning is less expensive than traditional classroom learning!

Dozens of studies suggest distance learning can save content producers and consumers
by leveraging technology and increasing efficiency. Distance learning saves costs in five
major areas:

!

A reduction in student-teacher time
Replacing labor hours
Economies of scale
Modularization of content
Reduced classroom costs

!

Our Mission !

Technology and culture are
changing the way people
think, learn, and share
information. !

!

We help trainers respond so
they do not lose the ability to
connect with their target
audiences.

Secure
Deliver your sensitive content with confidence!
Your law enforcement or security content is sensitive, and Law Enforcement Learning employs a robust
combination of advanced technologies and manual processes to keep it safe. From AES encryption to
secure cloud storage and manual LEO verification to custom enrollment options, we make sure you can
deliver your content to your audience without fear of compromise, unauthorized access, or data theft.

Effective
Develop instructionally sound learning experiences!
The most effective distance learning courses have clear learning objectives, well-crafted content, and
multiple opportunities for officers and instructors to interact and engage. Law Enforcement Learning’s
content options and design packages can help you develop a course that employs these and other
pedagogical techniques and, in the process, increase learning and information retention.

Accessible
Minimize delivery costs and maximize accessibility!
Learn wherever you are, whenever you want. Law Enforcement Learning’s responsive design allows you
to take or teach classes across platforms. Build or take classes on your desktop, tablet, or phone, and
say goodbye to in-house network issues, server concerns, and technology problems. Just login and get
to work.

Ready to learn more?
Email us at support@lawenforcementlearning.com or
call us at 574-340-0851.

